Aria e-prescribing A13 guide

Entering a patient diagnosis (ICD10 code), morphology and staging

- Click on the assessments tab
- Click on Patient Data Collection

Always check [http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/](http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/) to ensure most recent version is being used.
Always check [http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/](http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/) to ensure most recent version is being used.
Ensure ICD-10 is selected. The easiest way to search is by keywords, type a few letters of diagnosis. Tick Cancer codes only if you only wish Cancer diagnosis to be visible.

Select appropriate diagnosis and click OK. If you don’t know the subcategory- chose CX.9 (Unspecified) Except for extremely rare cases the code should be C00.0-C97 or D37.0-D48.9 or E85
Always check [http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/](http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/) to ensure most recent version is being used.
Pathology
Select the pathology tab

Click on cell histology, select cell category and cell type, choose NOS if not sure. Add cell grade if known.

Always check [http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/](http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/) to ensure most recent version is being used.
Lesions

New lesions (under the diagnosis) with measurements (lesion assessment and record disease response can be added.

Always check [http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/](http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/) to ensure most recent version is being used.
Click New and enter details
Staging
Select the staging tab, then click new to record tumour

Enter date staged, select the criteria and appropriate code and then click approve
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